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Traditonal Chinese Edition of [The Pull of the Stars]. A novel about the flu pandemic a hundred
years ago, but it reads completely in line with the present, depicting the same frustrations,
tensions, hopes, and dangers of the present and the past.
The 3rd installment of Shojai's dark, female-driven domestic thriller series featuring pet-centric
plots: An animal behaviorist and her service dog race a deadly storm to expose a treacherous
secret others will kill to protect. A BLACKMAILER returns to sell a deadly cure. A MOTHER'S
DENIAL dooms millions of children. AND A DOG shows true loyalty...when he runs away. With
her stalker finally caught, animal behaviorist September Day's PTSD has abated and she's
begun to trust again. She dares to hope Detective Jeff Combs might become more than a
friend, until his investigation into a dogfighting ring leaves her reeling. Shadow wrestles his
own demons. A German Shepherd autism service dog before losing his-boy to a health crises,
Shadow found love and his true purpose working with September. Now his-boy is back--but
changed--and Shadow fears he'll be forced to choose. When a desperate mom demands help,
and Combs's son disappears with his dog, September and Shadow must find the children
before a devastating storm hits. But the children have a secret plan of their own. Only when
September shows true courage, and a good-dog tells the truth, can they find their way home
again.
In book three of The Pandemic Series, the pandemic has hit a brick wall, but not because it’s
burned itself out. Rather, it’s running out of victims. Social distancing is the only way to avoid a
gruesome fate. Unfortunately, in a dystopian world where resources are scarce and
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scavenging is a way of life, every moment away from where you live could result in your death
from either the disease, or your fellow man.
Plague (a Medical Thriller)Createspace Independent Pub
Behold... Chaos wears a white lab coat. Death follows close behind. In a near future, a
revolutionary serum promises to end chronic disease. Immortality looms. All is hopeful,
optimistic... Until during a stat autopsy, a young pathologist, Dr. Avit Arceneaux discovers the
government used the serum as a Trojan Horse to unleash a deadly hemorrhagic plague.
Global domination is achieved but eighty percent of the world population is annihilated. The
vaccine is a weaponized virus and it's mutating. In the brutal aftermath, Avit struggles to
uncover the truth. But after an autopsy reveals that a soldier rotted from the inside out, Avit
realizes that the gruesome glitch may have been caused by a matter of perception. The
Government sees people in terms of populations and Avit sees people one body at a time. Can
one quirky, introverted pathologist really save the world? "Absolutely stunning. The
descriptions and voice are truly captivating. The narrative flows beautifully. A masterfully
crafted piece of work!" - Ferdinand W Gernandt, Producer / Director / Screenwriter "This story
hooked me from the start. I found it clear of distractions, clean in terms of conciseness, and
captivatingly written. The narrative kept me on my toes, anticipating, trying not to let any details
or clues slip by me. I read it several times, each time finding reasons to revisit and better
understand both main and supplemental characters." - Suzanne Scott, Author
"Everyone here is already exposed. Don’t come here. Your family is dead. Your friends are
dead. Do not trust anyone from the City. There may already be people out there who are
infected and don’t know it. Do not let them in. Do not let yourself be moved by pity. They are
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deadly." In the concluding novel of the After the Cure series, a small splinter colony of surviving
humans struggle to protect themselves from a devastating plague. Without modern medicine,
without electricity or hope of outside aid, the only resort is quarantine. But when even that
proves not to be enough to protect the remaining healthy population, a tiny group of Infected
race against their own bodies to destroy the Plague at its source. The After the Cure Series:
Book 1: After the Cure Book 2: The Cured Book 3: Krisis Book 4: Poveglia Book 5: The 40th
Day And a new story in the After the Cure world: Before the Cure now available Dystopian,
plague outbreak, zombie apocalypse, medical thriller, epidemic disaster, quarantine, strong
female character
An unknown pathogen leaves divers bleeding out from horrific wounds.A film of hot water no
thicker than a child's wrist separates it from the open ocean.Its escape threatens to turn a day
at the beach into a nightmare!Hidden below the Mediterranean lies a warren of undersea
trenches, punctuated by an explosive cluster of deep-water hydrothermal vents. But when a
team of aquanauts return half-dead and covered in festering slashes, epidemiologist Leigh
Austen is called in to aid the investigation.Austen must team up with security specialist
Nicholas Navarro to piece the puzzle together. The trail leads them to an eccentric nobleman's
mountain estate, down to a state-of-the-art underseas laboratory, and then out into the boiling
dark of the ocean's depths!And through it all, they'll come face to face with an organism that,
should it escape its watery tomb, will forever mark the oceans as off limits to humanity.Hope
they work best under pressure.Author's Note: The Blood Zone A Pandemic Medical Thriller is a
self-contained work and does not end on a cliffhanger. It contains a limited amount of strong
language, gore, and some graphic violence. Ratings-wise, it would either be a hard PG-13 or
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soft R. Please decide to purchase accordingly.Included with this story are previews and a
special offer for the novella, The Plague Walker: A Leigh Austen Short Medical
Thriller.Reviews of The Plague Walker Pandemic Medical Thrillers: Angel manages the nearly
impossible...creating memorable characters in the midst of an intriguing mystery, action, humor
and heart. -- JC Andrijeski, USA Today Bestselling Author of the Quentin Black mystery
seriesFast-paced action and sly wit make Angel's writing irresistible fun. -- Rebecca Moesta,
NYT Bestselling co-author of Young Jedi KnightsInterview with the Author: Q - What makes a
Plague Walker Pandemic Medical Thriller special? A - I've enjoyed thought-provoking medical
or science-based fiction ever since I was old enough to read Michael Crichton's Andromeda
Strain and Robin Cook's Coma. I'm also a big fan of the modern-day thriller writers like Craig
Martelle, Michael Anderle, and Tess Gerritsen.So I've been writing these new medical thrillers
as a unique mix of the two kinds of books. Epidemiologist Leigh Austen encounters similarly
apocalyptic threats...and she does in a world rife with international skullduggery and
conspiracy!Q - Why should readers give these books a try?A - Because you'll get to meet a
bunch of memorable characters - scientists, soldiers, doctors, even a shadowy Nostradamuslike figure - in the midst of intriguing medical thrillers filled with action, humor and heart. (Yes, I
paraphrased one of my reviewers, but I can't put it any better.)Q - Tell us more about
epidemiologist Leigh Austen - what makes her tick?A - Leigh's the kind of person who'll move
mountains to help someone. She also carries hidden scars from the time her medical team
was wiped out by a killer virus in The Plague Walker. For that reason alone she'll go to any
length to stop a local outbreak from turning into a global pandemic
Dr. Mackenzie Hagan, a disease detective and epidemiologist at the CDC-Atlanta and Nathan
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Hunter, an off-the-books operative for the mysterious Project Artemis within the Department of
Defense, who have crossed the globe in search of clues, have realized that this infectious
disease is like no other, and with the jihadists implementing the plague as a tool of bioterror,
there is not just one Patient Zero, but thousands. Can a cure be found? Will the politicians who
are responsible for protecting our nation from all forms of enemies warn the public? Is it too
late? Just a few of the many questions posed in this second book of the Pandemic series.

From the jungles of Indonesia to the very heart of New York City comes a plague
that kills 100 percent of its victims. Medicine’s greatest nightmare, this modern
black death is caused by the most virulent and uncontrollable mutant virus
humanity has ever witnessed. And medicine can do nothing to stop its merciless
spread. Scientist Debra Hart and her team of experts are tasked by the United
Nations to stop the disease. Racing against time, they must find the cause and
the cure and figure out why this deadly disease—spread by bats—is killing
thousands in cities across the globe. Debra and her team will struggle to stop the
disease from spreading to millions more, even if it means killing off every bat
alive. But fighting to prevent her are manic animal rights’ activists who rail
against species genocide, even if it means risking the deaths of human beings.
And hidden behind a cloak of secrecy is a crazed academic who’ll even kill top
American government officials to save one living creature. This is the nightmare
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scenario that Debra faces as the public becomes so terrified of bats that entire
communities become vigilantes. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade,
Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of books for
readers interested in fiction—novels, novellas, political and medical thrillers,
comedy, satire, historical fiction, romance, erotic and love stories, mystery,
classic literature, folklore and mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare,
Dumas, Wilde, Cather, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes
a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books
on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.
"A heroine you'll never forget and a story that whips by at bullet speed." ~Tess
Gerritsen, NYT bestselling authorFrom New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author CJ Lyons, the finale of her Fatal Insomnia Medical Thriller
trilogy.For fans of Michael Crichton and James Rollins, a medical thriller series
that explores what can go wrong when cutting edge technology and an ancient
plague are in the hands of the wrong people: Fatal Insomnia, Book #3When you
have no time left, you realize what you're really living for...For Dr. Angela Rossi
the past holds only pain and the future promises only an early death as Fatal
Insomnia consumes her.But Angie will never stop fighting. Especially now that
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she's learned that her disease-and the disease she's discovered in dozens of
young children-isn't a quirk of heredity but rather the creation of an unknown
cabal. While Angie explores the betrayals and lies that led to the Fatal Insomnia
epidemic, Devon Price, whose daughter is also infected, uses his street skills to
hunt those responsible. He'll do anything to save his daughter. Lie, cheat, steal,
kill...it doesn't matter. Not as long as Esme is saved.In the end, their only hope
might be a desperate deal with the devil: the cabal behind the man-made Fatal
Insomnia epidemic. A deal paid with blood. A deal not everyone will survive."CJ
Lyons scores a major triumph...a remarkable medical thriller equal to the very
best of Robin Cook or Michael Crichton. This intelligent, well-crafted novel, based
on a startlingly original premise, builds up tension to the breaking point and
beyond, delivering plenty of surprises along the way. Totally absorbing and
impossible to put down." ~Douglas Preston, New York Times bestselling
authorTHE SLEEPLESS STARS is the finale of the Fatal Insomnia trilogy. The
books are meant to be read in order beginning with FAREWELL TO DREAMS
and A RAGING DAWN.
One of Robin Cook's most successful—and timely—bestsellers, Contagion is a
terrifying cautionary tale for the 21st century as a deadly epidemic is spread not
merely by microbes—but by sinister sabotage....
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No. 1 on the New York Times bestseller list! New York Times, Los Angeles
Times, Chicago Tribune highly recommended! Houston Chronicle, Boston Globe,
USA Today highly recommended! Arizona Tribune, Book List Magazine,
Entertainment Weekly highly recommended! Atlanta Constitutional News,
Publisher Weekly, Seattle Times highly recommended! 5 stars from Amazon
USA! A tobacco lawsuit involving a huge amount of money in Mississippi,
strangely disappears... [Based on the Foreign Translation]
For one hundred and fifty-five days, Will Foster has been locked in medical
quarantine without his consent. The doctors claim he is infected with a deadly
virus, but this is a lie. Encoded in his DNA is a mutation that provides immunity
from disease for all who possess it, source code that Vyrogen Pharmaceuticals
aims to commercialize as a multi-billion dollar gene therapy. Against all odds,
Foster escapes his laboratory prison and steals a virulent strain of bubonic
plague as insurance. To help him unravel the mystery inside him, Foster contacts
the only person he can trust--a former lover and microbiologist living in Vienna-and the two become fugitives, hunted across the heart of Europe. Under the
guise of averting a plague pandemic, Vryogen hires an elite, underground Think
Tank to track down Foster. But when the team sets a trap for Foster, they
discover they're not the only ones in the hunt. In a race against two deadly
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assassins, can the brilliant minds of the Think Tank unravel the truth before time
runs out for their quarry? In a novel where conscience clashes with greed, loyalty
with suspicion, and paranoia with reality, THE CALYPSO DIRECTIVE deftly
explores the issues of genetic exploitation and piracy. Captivating, controversial,
and courageous, Andrews debut is sure to thrill and leave you wondering what
secrets are locked in your DNA. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade,
Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of books for
readers interested in fiction—novels, novellas, political and medical thrillers,
comedy, satire, historical fiction, romance, erotic and love stories, mystery,
classic literature, folklore and mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare,
Dumas, Wilde, Cather, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes
a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books
on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.
A bioterrorist's weapon devastates a South American tourist hub.It's a pathogenic
cruise missile designed for stealth and speed.And the entire human race is in its
crosshairs!After surviving a Paleozoic nightmare bacteria and a quarter-megaton
nuclear blast, Nick Navarro figures that life can't throw anything worse at him.He
couldn't be more wrong.An unknown biological weapon wreaks havoc upon the
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country of Suriname, leaving one of his best friends among the ranks of the
infected. The only hope for him and the others sickened lies in the hands of
epidemiologist Leigh Austen.Leigh rushes to identify the pathogen amidst the
madness of a city thrown into chaos. She'll be aided by a team of private
mercenaries and a disgraced Capo of the local drug cartel. Together, they must
untangle the web of lies keeping a terrible truth from seeing the light of day.And
what Austen finds in the deepest, darkest valleys of the country's rain forests will
haunt her dreams.That is, if she's able to make it out alive.Author's Note: The
Reaper's Scythe: A Pandemic Medical Thriller is a self-contained work and does
not end on a cliffhanger. It contains a limited amount of strong language, gore,
and some graphic violence. Ratings-wise, it would either be a hard PG-13 or soft
R. Please decide to purchase accordingly.
Medical thriller about set in 14th-century England and a futuristic London.
Eight years ago the December Plague swept through the human population of
earth. The Infected were driven mad by the disease, becoming violent and
cannibalistic, killing even those closest to them without hesitation. Stopped by a
miracle cure two years later, one city struggles to remain civilized. But a new,
incurable strain of the Plague has been released into the city's population.
Desparate to avoid total annihilation, Nella and Frank Courtlen race to find a cure
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while their friends, Sevita and Christine struggle to survive and prevent the
disease from spreading to the tiny, fragile colonies of humans outside the city
walls. zombie apocalypse, pandemic outbreak, medical thriller, post apocalyptic
dystopia, plague disaster, end of the world
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In the bestselling tradition of Richard Preston’s now-classic medical thriller The Hot
Zone and reminiscent of the blockbuster films Outbreak and Contagion, a fast-paced,
page-turning thriller set in India about a deadly disease and the heroic efforts to contain
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the plague before it’s too late… In the courtyard of a Hindu temple in Switzerland, a
woman collapses in the arms of a visiting Indian journalist, her body reduced to a
puddle of blood. Never before has anyone seen anything like this. Three months later,
all over Mumbai, men, women and children are ravaged by a disease that begins with
initially mild symptoms—that swiftly progress until an ultimately gruesome death. Who
will it hit next? And where did it come from? As the rogue microbe wreaks its bloody
havoc—striking rich and poor, young and old—chaos ensues. Thousands try to flee the
city, including the most powerful man in the country. Can this deadly plague be
stopped? After all, all that stands between the city and apocalypse is a ragged team of
doctors, civil servants, and scientists. But their intervention may be too little, too late.
Suspenseful and gripping from the first page to the last, Bombay Fever is a
meticulously researched novel—too plausible to ignore and too chilling to put down—from
one of India’s most talented writers.
THE DEADLIEST DISEASE IN HISTORY . . . A lethal pathogen appears on the
Hawaiian island of Oahu. Dr. Samantha Bower of the Centers for Disease Control is
handed the case and asked to investigate its origins and containment. A MYSTERIOUS
FIGURE THAT IS NOT WHO HE APPEARS TO BE . . . Samantha discovers a lethal
pathogen unlike any she has encountered in her lifetime. Extremely contagious with a
mortality rate higher than any disease ever recorded, it is an extinction level event. A
man with an intimate knowledge of the microorganism offers her help. But Samantha
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Bower begins to suspect he is not who he says he is. HUMANITY HANGS ON THE
EDGE OF A CLIFF . . . Samantha begins to realize there are forces at work that she
can't understand. Pressures are being applied from outside sources and not all of them
wish for a vaccine. But Samantha is sure of one thing: if a vaccine isn't developed,
humanity may soon be an endangered species. . . ABOUT THE AUTHOR Victor
Methos is the bestselling author of THE WHITE ANGEL MURDER, the #1 mystery
book in the United States and United Kingdom for over eight weeks. He is a former
prosecutor specializing in violent crime and is currently a criminal defense attorney in
the United States. He is on a quest to climb the "Seven Summits," the seven highest
peaks on earth, and attain his certificate as a deep-sea submersible pilot. He can be
reached through his blog at www.methosreview.blogspot.com
When a mysterious illness strikes aboard a luxury Caribbean cruise ship, Dr. David
Ballineau and his nurse girlfriend must work to contain the outbreak, even as the
mutinous passengers seek to break their quarantine and steer toward land.
BOOK ZERO of the Plague Wars series. When veteran combat lifesaver Daniel Markis
finds a mystery woman with armed invaders in his home and it all goes sideways, he
turns to his brothers in arms to fight back. On the run from the shadowy Company, soon
he finds himself in a war for possession of a genetic engineering puzzle that threatens
the stability of the world. But who is behind it all - and are they even human? The Eden
Plague is a futuristic thriller that will grip the imagination of readers who relish highPage 14/29
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energy adventure. No zombies were harmed in the making of this book. In fact, no
zombies appear anywhere in this book. Seriously. It's not a zombie book. The Plague
Wars apocalyptic thriller series begins in the world of today with a man and a woman
twined together by circumstances, destined to change the world. It leads readers into
an ever-darkening future of upheaval, struggle and war marked by the depths of evil
and the heights of selfless sacrifice. Plagues, new technologies and extraterrestrial
meddling provide the backdrop for heroes and villains to struggle for control of the
destiny of humanity. The Plague Wars series is suitable for adults and older teens, and
generally corresponds to a PG-13 movie rating due to strong language, violence, and
mature themes. The books in the Plague Wars series: Plague Wars: Decade One - The
Eden Plague - Reaper's Run - Skull's Shadows - Eden's Exodus - Apocalypse Austin Nearest Night Plague Wars: Alien Invasion - The Demon Plagues - The Reaper Plague
- The Orion Plague - Cyborg Strike - Comes the Destroyer - Forge and Steel Plague
Wars: Stellar Conquest - First Conquest - Desolator: Conquest - Tactics of Conquest Conquest of Earth - Conquest and Empire Keywords: free ebook, thriller, science fiction
thriller, science fiction, genetic engineering, fiction science fiction series, apocalyptic,
military science fiction, virus, plague, alien contact, free military Science Fiction, free
Military Thrillers, dystopian series, Post-Apocalyptic science fiction, medical thriller,
biological thriller, Quantico Marine Base, Virginia, Washington D.C., FBI
A fast-spreading disease with no cure takes the United States by storm in Robin Cook's
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“most harrowing medical horror story” (The New York Times). Murder and intrigue
reach epidemic proportions when a devastating plague sweeps the country. Dr. Marissa
Blumenthal of the Atlanta Centers for Disease Control investigates—and soon uncovers
the medical world's deadliest secret...
In post-AIDS America, a lethal retrovirus that affects body and soul renders sexual
inhibition legally enforceable by the ruthless Federal Bureau of Biological Supervision,
until virologist Dr. Max Verne joins a group of resisters.
The thing that wiped out the dinosaurs is about to make its comeback.It's a trillion times
smaller than a killer asteroid.And it's fallen into the hands of a madman.After surviving a
horrific outbreak of the Black Nile virus, epidemiologist Leigh Austen's done her best to
bury memories along with the bodies.But when a call for help from the World Health
Organization (WHO) arrives at her lab, she's got to face her nightmares all over again.
Something's wiping entire villages clean of humans and wildlife in a war-torn former
Soviet Republic. Leigh's skills are desperately needed to identify and stop the
pathogen's spread before it explodes into a global pandemic.Austen's team of scientists
and armed security set off into the epicenter of the hot zone: over a mile straight down
the throat of the Karakul, the deepest open-pit mine in Asia. From there, they'll contend
with treacherous military officers, caverns filled with scalding-hot poisonous gas, and an
organism so deadly it annihilated the dinosaurs sixty-five million years ago. What Leigh
and her people discover will shake them to their very core.If they survive.Author's Note:
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The Devil's Noose: A Pandemic Medical Thriller is a self-contained work and does not
end on a cliffhanger. It contains a limited amount of strong language, gore, and some
graphic violence. Ratings-wise, it would either be a hard PG-13 or soft R. Please decide
to purchase accordingly.

They can't restrain themselves. They can't reason. They can't love. The Infected
can only suffer and rage, attacking stranger and caregiver alike. The only release
from this misery is death. Until one man, in a hospital for abandoned Infected,
does the unthinkable. He recovers. zombie apocalypse series, zombie dystopian
novel, apocalyptic plague, medical thriller apocalypse, epidemic plague fiction
novel, post apocalyptic plague series, dystopian thriller series
âeoeA heroine you'll never forget and a story that whips by at bullet speed."
~Tess Gerritsen, NYT bestselling author From New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author CJ Lyons, the third in her Fatal Insomnia Medical Thriller
series. For fans of Michael Crichton and James Rollins, a medical thriller series
that explores what can go wrong when cutting edge technology and an ancient
plague are in the hands of the wrong people: Fatal Insomnia, Book #3 When you
have no time left, you realize what youâe(tm)re really living forâe¦ For Dr. Angela
Rossi the past holds only pain and the future promises only an early death as
Fatal Insomnia consumes her. But Angie will never stop fighting. Especially now
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that sheâe(tm)s learned that her diseaseâe"and the disease sheâe(tm)s
discovered in dozens of young childrenâe"isnâe(tm)t a quirk of heredity but rather
the creation of an unknown cabal. While Angie explores the betrayals and lies
that led to the Fatal Insomnia epidemic, Devon Price, whose daughter is also
infected, uses his street skills to hunt those responsible. Heâe(tm)ll do anything
to save his daughter. Lie, cheat, steal, killâe¦it doesnâe(tm)t matter. Not as long
as Esme is saved. In the end, their only hope might be a desperate deal with the
devil: the cabal behind the man-made Fatal Insomnia epidemic. A deal paid with
blood. A deal not everyone will survive. âeoeCJ Lyons scores a major triumph...a
remarkable medical thriller equal to the very best of Robin Cook or Michael
Crichton. This intelligent, well-crafted novel, based on a startlingly original
premise, builds up tension to the breaking point and beyond, delivering plenty of
surprises along the way. Totally absorbing and impossible to put down.âe
~Douglas Preston,Â New York TimesÂ bestselling author THE SLEEPLESS
STARS is the third in the ongoing Fatal Insomnia series. The books are meant to
be read in order beginning with FAREWELL TO DREAMS and A RAGING
DAWN.
In this medical thriller, cover-ups by the head consultant in a busy National
Health hospital cannot conceal the shocking reality of an outbreak of plague. It is
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up to the conscientious Dr Saracen to trace its source - in the sinister ruins of a
medieval monastery.
BOOK ONE of Plague Wars - read it or the FREE prequel, The Eden Plague
(Book Zero) as your introduction to this gripping futuristic thriller series.
"Everything needed for a great story is right here in its pages... The novel's a fastpaced read that raises the questions we've come to expect from near future
thrillers, but it has a freshness and a vigor -- and dare I say it -- a moral compass
that isn't as common as with others of its ilk." - Charles de Lint: Books to Look
For, Fantasy and Science Fiction Magazine (July/August 2014) When US Marine
Sergeant Jill Repeth's blown-off legs begin to regenerate, she thinks it's a
medical miracle. But the breakthrough that heals her war injuries is exactly what
the government desperately wants to quash - by any means necessary. Hunted,
she must cross an America wracked by strife to try to find a family who may
already be dead, searching for the inhuman secret of what started it all. Reaper's
Run is an origins story and apocalyptic novel, the beginning of one warrior's
journey from tactical cop to freedom fighter and beyond. It leads the reader into
the acclaimed Plague Wars futuristic thriller series. Keywords: action adventure
thriller, Genetic Engineering, gene fiction, Military Science Fiction, women
heroes, women's adventure fiction, post apocalyptic survival fiction no zombies,
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military thrillers, science fiction adventure, strong female character, thriller,
Humvee, assault rifle
A heart-pounding tale-part historical suspense, part medical thriller-set in the final
months of World War II. In 2004, Gregg Keizer put an unforgettable new spin on
the World War II suspense novel with his debut, The Longest Night. Now, with
Midnight Plague, Keizer sets the bar even higher with a fresh and thrilling blend
of war and medical suspense. As the secret countdown to the Normandy
invasion gets under way, a fishing boat runs aground on British shores with a
hold full of passengers all dead from a mysterious illness. American doctor Frank
Brink, who has been working with the British to develop antibiotics in anticipation
of a possible Axis biological attack, is summoned to investigate. Interviewing the
one surviving member of the crew, a young Frenchwoman who was working with
the Resistance, Brink quickly realizes that someone is testing a biological
weapon within the French lines. He suspects that it is the pneumonic plague-a
horrifying disease with a one-hundred-percent mortality rate. With the help of
Alix, the Frenchwoman, Brink must travel through occupied France to uncover
the German laboratory where the disease is being tested. As the days tick down
to the planned assault on Normandy, it is critical that he find and stop his German
counterpart before he unleashes a biological terror.
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"Who is poisoning the homeless men of Manhattan, and why? When a cluster of
inexplicable deaths plague Dr. Peter Branstead's neurology service at St. Mark's
hospital in Greenwich Village, his investigation leads him far beyond the
boundaries of the hospital, Lower Manhattan or even the United States, and into
a deadly game of international intrigue and danger ... Peter must unravel the
mystery of these murders, discover the antidote and foil the plot by heading right
into the conspirator's den"--Cover.
A lethal parasite emerges from a volcano's caldera in the Western Pacific. It
cooks a person's brain in a stew of toxic juices. Now it's breaking down the
boundaries between what is alive...and what is dead! When a series of
unexplained deaths take place near a medical research lab in the Western
Pacific, the World Health Organization needs the best available epidemiologist in
the field. Doctor Leigh Austen's tough, smart, and, available. But what some call
her 'checkered' past forces her off the CDC's list. Angry and humiliated, a chance
to prove herself comes from a very unexpected source. She and security
specialist Nicholas Navarro jet halfway across the globe to the Republic of Nanga
Selak. Once there, Austen finds two things: a mysterious sickness she's never
seen before, and a newly discovered pathogen pulled from the acidic depths of a
volcanic lake. Navarro and Austen find themselves pulled ever deeper into a
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tangle of mysterious deaths and a deeply held conspiracy. Until a truly terrifying
outbreak emerges from the Bornean jungle, threating to wipe out everyone at the
facility...and then the rest of the world! Can Austen survive both the pathogen
and deeply held treachery long enough to stop the outbreak from turning into a
global pandemic? Author's Note: The Lazarus Outbreak: A Pandemic Medical
Thriller is a self-contained work and does not end on a cliffhanger. It contains a
limited amount of gore, violence, and strong language. Ratings-wise, it would
either be a hard PG-13 or soft R. Please decide to purchase accordingly.
Included with this story are links to purchase the full-length medical thrillers The
Devil's Noose and The Reaper's Scythe. Reviews of The Plague Walker
Pandemic Medical Thrillers: "Angel manages the nearly impossible...creating
memorable characters in the midst of an intriguing mystery, action, humor and
heart." -- JC Andrijeski, USA Today Bestselling Author of the Quentin Black
mystery series "Fast-paced action and sly wit make Angel's writing irresistible
fun." -- Rebecca Moesta, NYT Bestselling co-author of Young Jedi Knights
Interview with the Author: Q - What makes a Plague Walker Pandemic Medical
Thriller special? A - I've enjoyed thought-provoking medical or science-based
fiction ever since I was old enough to read Michael Crichton's Andromeda Strain
and Robin Cook's Coma. I'm also a big fan of the modern-day thriller writers like
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Craig Martelle, Michael Anderle, and Tess Gerritsen. So I've been writing these
new medical thrillers as a unique mix of the two kinds of books. Epidemiologist
Leigh Austen encounters similarly apocalyptic threats...and she does in a world
rife with international skulduggery and conspiracy! Q - Why should readers give
these books a try? A - Because you'll get to meet a bunch of memorable
characters - scientists, soldiers, doctors, even a shadowy Nostradamus-like
figure - in the midst of intriguing medical thrillers filled with action, humor and
heart. (Yes, I paraphrased one of my reviewers, but I can't put it any better.) Q Tell us more about epidemiologist Leigh Austen - what makes her tick? A Leigh's the kind of person who'll move mountains to help someone. She also
carries hidden scars from the time her medical team was wiped out by a killer
virus in The Plague Walker. For that reason alone she'll go to any length to stop
a local outbreak from turning into a global pandemic.
Eight years ago the December Plague swept through the human population of
earth. The Infected were driven mad by the disease, becoming violent and
cannibalistic, killing even those closest to them without hesitation. Six years ago,
the tiny surviving community of Immune humans found a cure, and the Infected
began to wake up and realize what they'd done. And what had been done to
them. Over time, society began to rebuild itself. Now it is ready to judge those
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responsible for the Plague. Nella Rider, the court psychologist and Frank
Courtlen a defense attorney are trying to establish the truth. But more depends
on it than they know. They race to find the answers they need before the fragile
remains of humanity vanish for good. zombie apocalypse series, zombie
dystopian novel, apocalyptic plague, medical thriller apocalypse, epidemic plague
fiction novel, post apocalyptic plague series, dystopian thriller series
A primordial virus unearthed... A world ripe for infection... Welcome to the end. A new
organism is found in a cavern below one of the world's largest volcanoes. The creature shows
remarkable resistance to the virus it carries, and the discovery brings with it the hope of new
vaccines for epidemics that have plagued humanity for thousands of years. Before further
analysis can be made, the volcano begins to wake. It threatens to spew forth an ancient virus
which could lead to the deadliest outbreak in the history of the world. Everything changes when
scientists realize they are not dealing with a simple virus. It is learning. It is adapting. It is
preparing the world for something much, much worse. From the depths of the ocean to the
arctic tundra, Genesis Plague follows a group of scientists on an action-packed journey to save
humanity from extinction. NEW EDITION: FULLY REVISED AND UPDATED This revised
edition contains many corrections to the original text, as well as some new content. AUTHOR'S
NOTE: I'd like to clarify the genre of Genesis Plague to ensure that you, the reader, know what
to expect and that you buy something you will enjoy. This book is not your typical medical
thriller. There are heavy doses of science fiction and horror, including some really weird
creatures. It is EXTREMELY different than what you're used to reading in the post apocalyptic
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genre.
THE END OF THE WORLD Dr. Samantha Bower witnessed the obliteration of human society.
Entire continents decimated by a virus of unknown origins. Only a bleak world of ash and blood
remains. One in which the survivors fundamentally change what it means to be human.
Samantha now struggles to make sense of the devastation, and the horrific response of
humanity to an extinction level event. Left with little else, she accepts help from a man once
sent to kill her. He offers her hope: a small village in the Congolese jungle unaffected by the
virus. A place called Shangri-La that he claims to have seen firsthand. A place where the
deepest mysteries of man's arrogance over nature will finally be answered for her. The world a
barbaric wasteland, she must place her trust in a man that is fundamentally untrustworthy. With
no other options, she goes with him in search for Shangri-La, and will discover a truth she
could never have imagined.
???????????? ????????????14000???????? ?????????Top.1??????????100?? ?????20?????
???????CBS Films????????? ???????????????????? ???????????? ????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????……
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????——????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????…… ????????????????????
?????????????????????1918?????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
??????????????????????? ????????????????????????? ??????????? ????????????
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A top-secret flight carrying a cargo of deadly pathogens crashes in the Alaskan wilderness.
Amidst the bodies, five vials of a catastrophically contagious virus have vanished. This wasn't
an accident. And the person responsible...has no demands! Not all airplane crashes attract an
epidemiologist's attention. But the crash of a top-secret flight carrying bioflasks brimming with
deadly pathogens makes Leigh Austen sit up and take notice. The cargo plane that slammed
into the Alaskan wilderness carried six vials of a lethal orthohantavirus. Each vial contains
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enough material to ignite its own firestorm of contagion. And one already lies shattered on an
icy hillside, its contents scattered to the wind. Austen's pulled into the CDC's desperate efforts
to contain the outbreak before it blossoms into a full bore pandemic. But the five remaining
vials are nowhere to be found at the crash site. It isn't long before she comes to an unthinkable
conclusion: this crash was no accident. Security Specialist Nicholas Navarro doesn't think it
was an accident either. Together, they'll have to unravel a conspiracy that stretches from
Alaska's North Slope to Washington D.C.'s inner circles to stop a terrorist - one who has no
demands to make. But the clock is ticking...and they're already almost out of time. Author's
Note: The Wildfire Pathogen: A Pandemic Medical Thriller is a self-contained work and does
not end on a cliffhanger. It contains a limited amount of gore, violence, and strong language.
Ratings-wise, it would either be a hard PG-13 or soft R. Please decide to purchase
accordingly. Included with this story are links to purchase the full-length medical thrillers The
Devil's Noose and The Reaper's Scythe. Reviews of The Plague Walker Pandemic Medical
Thrillers: "Angel manages the nearly impossible...creating memorable characters in the midst
of an intriguing mystery, action, humor and heart." -- JC Andrijeski, USA Today Bestselling
Author of the Quentin Black mystery series "Fast-paced action and sly wit make Angel's writing
irresistible fun." -- Rebecca Moesta, NYT Bestselling co-author of Young Jedi Knights Interview
with the Author: Q - What makes a Plague Walker Pandemic Medical Thriller special? A - I've
enjoyed thought-provoking medical or science-based fiction ever since I was old enough to
read Michael Crichton's Andromeda Strain and Robin Cook's Coma. I'm also a big fan of the
modern-day thriller writers like Craig Martelle, Michael Anderle, and Tess Gerritsen. So I've
been writing these new medical thrillers as a unique mix of the two kinds of books.
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Epidemiologist Leigh Austen encounters similarly apocalyptic threats...and she does in a world
rife with international skullduggery and conspiracy! Q - Why should readers give these books a
try? A - Because you'll get to meet a bunch of memorable characters - scientists, soldiers,
doctors, even a shadowy Nostradamus-like figure - in the midst of intriguing medical thrillers
filled with action, humor and heart. (Yes, I paraphrased one of my reviewers, but I can't put it
any better.) Q - Tell us more about epidemiologist Leigh Austen - what makes her tick? A Leigh's the kind of person who'll move mountains to help someone. She also carries hidden
scars from the time her medical team was wiped out by a killer virus in The Plague Walker. For
that reason alone she'll go to any length to stop a local outbreak from turning into a global
pandemic.
What if the ten plagues from the Book of Exodus were coming true in America today? What if
they were not acts of God but the brilliantly fiendish creations of an evil genius? In this
galvanizing novel of medical terror, death stalks the land, and the only hope of preventing a
cataclysm beyond biblical proportions lies with one maverick virologist who is himself in danger
of becoming either a suspect or a victim. In present-day Southern California, two children die of
a disease thought to be nonexistent in the United States. Within hours, Thoroughbreds at the
legendary Churchill Downs are dying of a virus that cannot be identified, even by the most
expert veterinarians. Called in to help shed light on these gruesome enigmas, noted virologist
Jack Bryne discovers that the two events are not only connected, they are deliberate acts of
bioterrorism. When it occurs to him that the deaths bear uncanny similarities to the Fifth and
Sixth Plagues described in Exodus, Bryne is convinced he's uncovered a growing progression
of horrors. He's right, and every month another monstrosity claims its victims. Every month
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sees the reenactment of another even more catastrophic plague. Soon Bryne's worldwide
medical computer network, ProMED, is invaded by the power behind the horrors, teasing him,
challenging him--a morbidly brilliant serial killer with a dangerously sophisticated knowledge of
toxins and an obsession with biblical retribution. Bryne, himself now considered a suspect by
the FBI, must convince the Bureau of his innocence and joins forces with his brilliant lab
assistant, a TV newswoman, and a young Orthodox Jewish religious scholar--to track down the
maniac and stop him in time. But even Bryne cannot predict how close the killer is until he
meets this modern medical Moriarty in a midnight confrontation that will determine the future of
New York City. Written by one of this country's most respected public health figures, and a
novelist with a genius for the macabre, The Eleventh Plague is scientifically prescient and
utterly compelling. It's a premier thriller for the millennium--bound to leave you with the
disturbing realization that the real terror begins once the last page has been turned. The
biblical plagues were acts of God, this time they are man-made Waters of Blood Frogs Lice
Swarms Death of the Animals Boils Hailstorms Locusts Darkness Destruction of the Firstborns
And the worst is yet to come...The Eleventh Plague--you will never feel safe again.
Traditional Chinese edition of by Emily St. John Mandel's Station Eleven, the National Book
Award finalist, PEN/Faulkner Award Finalist, and an Amazon Best Book of the Month,
September 2014. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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